7470 Series UV Cured Inkjet Ink

- Formulated specifically for use with
rigid substrates
- Superior adhesion to resist edge chipping
& peeling

With the industry’s strongest third party warranty, you’ll take
comfort in knowing that Nazdar stands behind every drop of
Nazdar ink that it supplies. Nazdar’s warranty states that if
Nazdar inks are ever proven responsible for a breakdown of a
digital printer, Nazdar will provide reimbursement for the cost
required to repair any damage to the ink train.

QPS Ltd proudly offer our Nazdar branded products as the

- Reliable unattended printing

most reliable and technically advanced in the industry.

- Excellent print head & nozzle
performance
- High intensity colours with extended
colour gamut
- Consistent colour density
- Fast curing formula
- Long term exterior performance with
proven resistance to the effects of UV
degradation and fading
Nazdar 7470 series ink has been specifically formulated to
solve the problems of adhesion to traditionally difficult
substrates encountered by OEM ink sets.
Nazdar 7470 is ideal for printers designed to print onto rigid
materials and displays industry leading adhesion to substrates
like, fluted polypropylene, dibond type composite board,
styrene and Sintra. Expanded substrate compatibility and
improved adhesion will maximise the flexibility of use with
rigid materials. Nazdar 7470 ink also offers expanded colour
gamut compared with OEM ink sets, so profiling will
maximise the available colours.
Outdoor performance matches that of the OEM offering, as
with all Nazdar branded solutions. Allow us to demonstrate
the saving available over the OEM product. The ink can be
installed quickly and easily with the help of Nazdar certified
technicians.
You will find the Nazdar brand buried in the history of nearly
every inkjet printer manufacturer currently offering products
to the market. Nazdar continues to enjoy the position as a
preferred inks manufacturer to a number of OEM partners. As
one of the most experienced ink development companies in
the world, Nazdar offers more knowledge and R&D expertise
than any other ink company.

LWU7470KK LWU7470CY LWU7470MA LWU7470YE LWU7470CL LWU7470ML LWU7470YL LWU7470KL LWU7470WH LWU7001FF -

Black
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Light Cyan
Light Magenta
Light Yellow
Light Black
White
Flush

Main UK
Distributor for

Nazdar is known for products that push the envelope of colour
and performance in the inkjet world. Nazdar continues to
develop products that challenge the industry. Nazdar are aware
of their customers requirements for products that outperform
the colour capabilities of the OEM ink, bringing new life to
your printer and to your output.
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Digital UV Cured Inkjet

7470 Series Digital Inks for Printers including Agfa/Gandi, Inca, Durst

